AMBROSIA ’19

Ambrosia is an event conducted by the Literary Society under the supervision of the Poetry Society (sub-society of Literary Society). Ambrosia was conducted on 19th November 2019 at 5:30 PM. We had various performances in the well-lit and appealing ambience of the Main Auditorium. The main purpose of this event is to display different kinds of performing arts and to provide a welcoming and warm platform for the participants to do so. They had various performances like poetry recitation, singing performances, dance routines, stand-up comedy, spoken word and the beautiful poetic symposium, Mushaira.

A soothing ambience was created in the Main Auditorium using curtains, stage lights. Proper mic and sound system, foot mics and sound catchers were provided for the comfort of the performers. Since the event went from 5:30 PM to 9 PM, and surpassed the dinner timings of the hostels, proper refreshments were provided to everyone.

The Poetry Society had conducted auditions beforehand to select the performers and the performances. After having finalised the participants and the acts, the practices for the final night went on for 2 weeks where the members of the Literary Society helped all the performers to perfect their act and practice for the final performance.

MAIN EVENTS

1. Poetry Performances
   The event consisted of various students of Thapar that had prepared different poetic performances. All these performers came on the stage one by one to leave an impact on the audience with their beautiful poetic pieces.

2. Singing Performances
   The night was also filled with musical performances of different genres of music and with different musical instruments like guitar, piano and ukulele.

3. Dance Performances
   There were dance performances like that of Bharatnatyam with suitably dressed dancers.
4. Spoken Word
This is another different kind of a poetic performance where one person recites a poetic piece while another dancer expresses the emotions of the poem with his/her dance and expressions.

5. Stand Up Comedy
The night also had some students who had prepared their sets of comical performances to break the audience into laughter.

6. Mushaira
This was the final performance of the night and consisted of various shayars/poets who had all come together to display their shayari in a beautiful manner.